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Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Volume 22, Number 1 January, 1934

THE DETERMINATION OF THE DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL
OF SHORT RADIO WAVES*

By
H. T. FRIIS, C. B. FELDMAN, AND W. M. SHARPLESS

(Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York City)

Summary-In this paper are described methods and technique of measuring
the direction with which short waves arrive at a receiving site. Data on transatlantic
stations are presented to illustrate the use of the methods. The methods described
include those in which the phase difference between two points constitutes the criterion
of direction, and those in which the difference in output of two antennas having con-
trasting directional patterns determines the direction. The methods are discussed
first as applied to the measurement of a single plane wave. Application to the general

case in which several fading waves of different directions occur then follows and the
difficulties attending this case are discussed.

Measurements made with equipment responsive to either the horizontal or the
vertical component of electric field are found to agree.

The transmission of short pulses instead of a steady carrier wave is discussed as

a means of resolving the composite wave into components separated in time. More
detailed and significant information can be obtained by this resolving method. The
use of pulses indicates that (1) the direction of arrival of the components does not
change rapidly, and (2) the components of greater delay arrive at the higher angle
above the horizontal. The components are confined mainly to the plane of the great
circle path containing the transmitting and receiving stations.

A method is described in which the angular spread occupied by the several com-

ponent waves may be measured without the use, of pulses.
Application of highly directional receiving antennas to the problem of improving

the quality of radiotelephone circuits is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

SHORT waves propagated via the Kennelly-Heaviside layer may
arrive at the receiving site from various directions. Knowledge
concerning these directions is important, not only for the scien-

tific deductions which may be made concerning the structure of the
layer, but also in the design of directional antennas. Selective fading,
believed to be due principally to the existence of several waves having
different delays, can be reduced by directional antennas which receive
only one wave. Bruce' has indicated this possibility. Potter' has de-

* Decimal classification: R113 X R115. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, September 8, 1933. Presented before Eighth Annual Convention,
Chicago, Illinois, June 27, 1933; presented before Boston Section, October 20,
1933.

1 E. Bruce, "Developments in short-wave directive antennas," PROC. I.R.E.,
vol. 19, no. 8, (pp. 1406-1433; August, (1931).

2 R. K. Potter, "Transmission characteristics of a short-wave telephone
circuit," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 18, no. 4, pp. 581-648; April, (1930).°
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48 Prii8, Feldman, and Sharpless: Short Radio Waves

scribed the selective fading occurring on the North Atlantic short-wave
circuits to England. Receiving n en na design is, therefore, particu-
larly dependent upon such knowledge of wave directions. To a lesser
degree, probably, transmitting antenna design may be aided by such
knowledge, in point-to-point communication.

Short-wave energy does not usually arrive in the form of an ap-
proximately plane transverse wave, and the meaning of wave direction
associated with such a wave cannot be strictly applied. It is convenient,
however, to regard the complicated wave as consisting of a number of
essentially plane waves. That this may legitimately be done depends
upon the great distance to the Kennelly -Heaviside layer. That it is
convenient to do so depends upon how few plane waves are required
to describe the complicated wave.

WAVE FRONT

ANTENNA A

///////// //////// //////////////////////////////////////////,
d

Fig. 1-Principle of the phase method. The phase difference
between A and B is 2ird/X cos S.

The methods of measuring wave directions will accordingly be
treated from the point of view of plane waves. All of the methods to
be described are applicable to short waves (15 to 60 meters) and have
been employed at Holmdel, N. J., chiefly for measuring on transatlan-
tic and other long-distance circuits. The data presented in this paper
will be confined to illustrations of the use of the methods. -

Methods for measuring wave directions may be classified as:
A. Phase methods.
B. Differential output methods.
The principle of the phase methods is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

phase difference in the outputs of the antennas is measured and the
angle 3 is computed. Identical antennas located similarly with respect
to the ground are employed to insure that the variation of phase differ-
ence follows the relation indicated in Fig. 1. Considerable departures
from this elementary picture occur in some of the phase methods. In
some cases the distinction between classes becomes obscure.

To the phase method class may be assigned the loop antenna, the
Adcock antenna,' large rotatable directional antennas, such as the one

3 F. Adcock, British Patent 130490, 1919.
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described by Jansky,4 and the cathode ray oscillograph as employed
by one of the authors' for the measurement of phase difference. We
have used a modification of the latter method extensively, in which a
calibrated variable phase changer is employed to replace the oscillo-
graphic phase determination.

The differential output method consists essentially in employing
two antennas of contrasting directional patterns. Fig. 2 shows, in polar
coordinates, the vertical directional patterns of two antennas we have
used for this purpose. The ratio of the outputs of the antennas deter-
mines the vertical angle. Another combination suitable for vertical
angle measurements utilizes two horizontal doublet antennas at dif-
ferent heights above the ground.

0° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90° 80° 70° 60° 50° 40°

1111SVIIIIWr
6 20

4.4% .44,s
ANTENNA
ONE WAVE

1,1 41,4_! ANTENNA
HALF- WAVE

rillialWOLA#101
.1 0 1

POWER

Fig. 2-Principle of the differential output method. These curves are the solid
curves of Fig. 4A redrawn in polar coordinates. The ratio of outputs de-
termines the angle.

II. DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT METHODS. VERTICAL ANGLES

The power output of an antenna may be expressed as a function of
incident field intensity and angle of arrival. Not knowing the field in-
tensity makes it impossible to determine the angle from the received
power. By using two antennas whose outputs are different functions
of angle of arrival, the unknown field intensity is eliminated and the
angle can be obtained. Obviously, the output must be expressed in
terms of power inasmuch as current and voltage are subject to change
with impedance transformation. The calculation of directional pat-
terns in terms of, power follows the method outlined in a previous pa-
per by one of the authors.' The equations employed for the vertical
half -wave and one -wave antennas are

4 K. G. Jansky, "Directional studies of atmospherics at high frequencies,
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, no. 12, pp. 1920-1932; December, (1932).

5 H. T. Friis, "Oscillographic observations on the direction of propagation
and fading of short waves," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 16, no. 5, pp. 658-665; May,
(1928).

6 C. B. Feldman, "The optical behavior of the ground for short radio
waves," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 21, no. 6, pp. 764-801; June, (1933).
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P= E2X2 R
2R = sec' 5[1 cos (r sin 3) ]

27x2 (R RA)2

sin 5
[1 + A2 + 2A cos + 0)1 micromicrowatts (1)

for the half -wave antenna, and

E2X2 R
P = I 112R = sec' 3 [1 - cos (27r sin 5)]

271-2 (R RA)2

47rH sin 3
[1 + A' - 2A cos ( 0 micromicrowatts (2)

for the one -wave antenna.
where,

P = power absorbed by R.
E = incident field intensity in microvolts per meter.
A = ratio of ground reflected intensity to incident intensity.
0 =phase shift accompanying reflection.

.H/X = elevation of mid -point of antenna in wavelengths.
= angle of incidence measured from the ground. This is the

complement of the angle usually referred to in optical lit-
erature.

X = wavelength in meters.
R = load resistance in ohms.

RA =radiation resistance of antenna in ohms.

Maximum power is obtained when R is made equal to RA.
These equations imply that the power is extracted from the an-

tenna at a current antinode. In practice, power is taken from a vertical
antenna, whose lower end is near ground, by matching the impedance
between the antenna and a "counterpoise" ground plate. The power is
equal to that obtainable at a current antinode.

The corresponding equation for a half -wave horizontal antenna is

P =III2R - E2X2 R

r2 (R RA)2

[1 - 2A cos (47TH sin 6 + 0) + A.2] micromicrowatts

Here H/X is the elevation of the antenna in wavelengths.

(3)
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The radiation resistance of half -wave and one -wave antennas may
be readily calculated, assuming a perfectly conducting earth.' Experi-
ence has shown that the conductivity of ordinary earth is sufficient,
in the case of half -wave and one -wave vertical antennas at short
waves, to simulate infinite conductivity. The upper curve of Fig. 3
shows the calculated variation, with height, of the radiation resistance
of a vertical half -wave antenna. The points represent measurements
made over two different kinds of ground. With horizontal antennas the
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Fig. 3-Radiation resistance versus height. The solid curves are calculated for
perfectly conducting ground. The points denote measurements made at
wavelengths from 8 to 27 meters.

effect of imperfect conductivity is more pronounced. The lower curve
of Fig. 3 is calculated for infinite conductivity. Some measured values
are shown. As might be expected, the contrast between minimum and
maximum values is less than for infinite conductivity. The degree of
divergence between measured and calculated values at elevations less

7 A. A. Pistolkors, "The radiation resistance of beam antennas," PROC.
I.R.E., vol. 17, no. 3, pp. 562-628; March, (1929).

Levin and Young, "Field distribution and radiation resistance of a straight
vertical unloaded antenna radiating at one of its harmonics," PROC. I'.R.E.,
vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 675-689; October, (1926).

P. S. Carter, "Circuit relations in radiating systems and applications to
antenna problems," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, no. 6, pp. 1004-1041; June, (1932).
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than about 0.2 wavelength depends considerably on the wavelength
and the ground constants.

In Fig. 4A are shown the power directional patterns of a half -wave
and a one -wave antenna plotted in rectangular coordinates. Thus for
the case of Holmdel ground, if the power supplied by the signal to the
two receivers is equal, the angle 5 is 19 degrees. With receivers whose
gains are measured in decibels the curves of Fig. 4B are convenient for
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Fig. 4-A shows vertical directional patterns of half -wave and one -wave vertical
antennas. The solid curves are for ocean water (dielectric constant = 80,
conductivity =4 X 10-11 e.m.u.). The broken curves are for Homldel ground
(dielectric constant =25, conductivity =1.3 X10-13 e.m.u.). The wavelength
is assumed to be 25 meters and the incident field intensity one microvolt
per meter. In B the ratio of power expressed as a gain is plotted for the two
types of ground. The angle 5 is measured from the horizontal. The lower
ends of the antennas are assumed to be in close proximity to the ground.

determining the angle. The relative gains of the receivers must be
known and correction must be made for any difference in losses occur-
ring between the antennas and receivers.

Fig. 4B shows that, with Holmdel ground, angles less than about
ten degrees cannot be measured owing to the flatness of the curve in
that region. This effect is due to the imperfect conductivity of the
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ground. If these antennas are used on a salt marsh site or directly at
the seashore, the curves show that the greater conductivity results in
increased contrast at low angles. Angles as low as a few degrees may
be determined with considerable accuracy. A steeper curve at low
angles may also be obtained at an earth site by tilting the one -wave
antenna backward from the arriving wave by a few degrees.

The use of two horizontal half -wave antennas at different distances
above the ground has the advantage that the electrical constants of the
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Fig. 5-A shows vertical directional patterns in the median plane of horizontal
antennas. H denotes the height above ground. The solid curves are calcu-
lated for perfectly conducting ground, the broken curves for Homldel
ground (dielectric constant = 25, conductivity =1.3 X10 -u e.m.u., wave-
length 25 meters, and the incident field intensity one microvolt per meter).
B shows the corresponding gain curves.

ground may vary widely without appreciable effect on the gain angle
curve. In fact, the latter curve may be calculated on the basis of per-
fectly conducting ground and used without serious error for usual
earth sites. The most important feature of the horizontal antenna com-
bination is, however, the facility with which the gain measurements or
calibrations may be made. This feature will be discussed later. In prac-
tice, the antennas are contained in a plane perpendicular to the great
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circle path and are placed at different heights along two vertical lines
spaced two or three wavelengths.

Directional patterns and gain angle curves for horizontal antennas
at various heights are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The use of a quarter -
wavelength height gives nearly the maximum degree of contrast with
the higher elevations. Some slight improvement could be obtained by
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Fig. 6-Vertical directional patterns of horizontal antennas calculated for per-
fectly conducting ground. The -wavelength is assumed to be 25 meters and
the incident field intensity one microvolt per meter.

using a lower height than a quarter -wavelength but the output would
be reduced and, perhaps more important, the resistance of the antenna
would, as shown in Fig. 3, depend too greatly on the ground constants.
The ambiguity in the angle gain curves due to the multiple lobed pat-
terns of the high antennas is objectionable but may be avoided by first
using a low height such as a half wavelength. The high elevations are
necessary only in determining low angles.

Two important problems arise in the application of the differential
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output method. First, the method must be applied to the general case
in which several waves exist having slightly different angles of arrival.
The average angle, weighted, perhaps, according to the relative ampli-
tude of the several waves is all that could be expected from such a
measurement method. Second, practical means must be devised for de-
termining the relative gains of the receivers and the losses in the cou-
pling circuits and transmission lines associated with the antennas.

If one observes the instantaneous outputs of two antennas receiving
a carrier signal they will not, in general, fade similarly or synchro-
nously. If these two antennas are the pair used for angle determination,
the instantaneous outputs would indicate violent and rapid fluctuations
of angle. Such an interpretation would not be justified, however. The
existence of two or more waves of unvarying angle but of varying rela-
tive phase causes such results. This will be discussed at greater length
in connection with pulse reception.

If, instead of making instantaneous comparison, an integrating
recorder system is used' and the integration time is long enough to
include several fading periods, the integrated outputs yield approxi-
mately the average value of the several angles involved. Due to the
shapes of the individual directional patterns a somewhat different
weight is given in each antenna to components of different angles. This
results in an apparent angle somewhat different from the mean angle
of energy flow. The significance of the result of measurements made
with the differential output method scarcely justifies any attempt to
correct for such angle distortion, however.

Integrating recorders of the automatic type having an integrating
. time of nine seconds have been used extensively in our work. Manual
observations, if carefully made, may replace automatic recording. If
the peak values of the fading signal indicated by a meter in each re-
ceiver are observed and their respective averages over several minute
periods are compared, the angle may be obtained with considerable ac-
curacy. Instead of using two receivers one may be connected alter-
nately to both antennas for periods of several minutes and a fairly good
estimate of the angle may be obtained.

Since the desired accuracy of angle measurements depends on
knowing the relative outputs to within a few decibels or less, receiver
gains and transmission losses must be carefully accounted for. Several
means for measuring the relative gains of the equipment between the
antenna terminals and the final indicating meter (or recorder pen) have
been employed. The horizontal antenna system previously discussed

8 W. W. Mutch, "A note on an automatic field strength and static recorder,"
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, no. 12, pp. 1914-1919; December, (1932).
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was designed to facilitate the direct determination of relative gains.
One antenna of the pair is depicted in Fig. 7. The higher antenna is
lowered to the same elevation as the lower one and the difference in
output is observed or the gains adjusted to make the outputs alike.
This is done while receiving the distant signal. Some variation of radi-

Fig. 7-Horizontal antenna with tackle for varying the height, mounted on a
pole 92 feet high. The antenna is attached to the counterweighted boom
which is suspended from an endless rope. The structure permits the use of
an antenna 20 meters long.

ation resistance occurs when the antenna is raised. This was included
in the calculation of the curves of Figs. 5 and 6. No rematching is nec-
essary inasmuch as such a procedure yields only a few tenths of a deci-
bel for the variation in resistance involved. Apart from the variation
of resistance with height the horizontal antenna combination may be
said to involve only the shapes of the directional patterns. Antennas
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considerably shorter than a half wavelength may be used without
knowing their gains but loading coils are then required. The calibration
with the antennas at the same height is made every hour or so during
a measurement period. The relative outputs are believed to be reliable
within 0.5 decibel. The two receivers and recorders used with this sys-
tem are shown in Fig. 8.

With the vertical half -wave and one -wave combination two gain
calibration methods have been used. In one, the one -wave antenna is
replaced by a half -wave antenna periodically during a several hour

Fig. 8-The two receivers and integrating recorders used in the horizontal an-
tenna differential output method. The recorder automatically adjusts the
receiver gain to keep the output constant and records the gain variation.
Adjustments are made at 10 -second intervals.

measuring period, and the relative outputs noted or equalized as in the
horizontal antenna method. A thirty per cent increase in radiation re-
sistance occurs in changing from the half -wave to the one -wave lengths.
If power is taken from the base of the antenna the impedance involved
is the radiation resistance multiplied by the "step-up factor" of the
antenna. By using, for instance, No. 14 B & S wire for the one -wave
antenna and 3/8 -inch tubing for the half -wave antenna the "step-up
factor" is different for the two antennas and compensates for the
change in radiation resistance. The impedance of either antenna is then
about 1700 ohms. This compensation is hardly justified, however; the
30 per cent mismatch results in only a small fraction of a decibel error.
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More important, however, is the requirement that the two antennas
involved in the substitution have no reactance (or the same reactance).
Cutting the antennas to 47.5 per cent and 97.5 per cent of the wave-
length instead of the nominal values insures substantially resistive
impedances.

In the other calibration method which is applicable to either the
horizontal or the vertical half -wave and one -wave antenna combina-
tions, the receivers are interchanged periodically. Such an exchange

Fig. 9-Terminating equipment used to connect a vertical antenna
to the buried concentric transmission line.

permits one to calculate the ratio of receiver gains but does not deter-
mine the relative losses in the equipment preceding the receivers.

It may be in place here to point out that measurements of angles
made with antennas for which the directional patterns may be calcu-
lated in terms of watts permit the absolute determination of the inten-
sity of the incident wave. Other field intensity measurements, made
without regard for angle of arrival, determine the resultant of the inci-
dent and ground reflected waves which may differ greatly from the
value of the incident field intensity.

Before describing phase methods in the next section, certain prac-
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:Ind ()Tic-Ny:1\A' :tiliclimts shown 9 is
used. The is side of a parallel limed circiiii
the of her side hei led. The transmission line, of the conceniric
type, is tapped across a few I urns on I he In potential end of Hie coil
so as to match the characteristic impedance of Ilii) line which is
ohms. The circuit is:imply protected from the weather 11.11(1 Ilmlinted
on n copper -covered phttfurin anchored in this earth hy of pipes
which arc electrically connected to the copper. ( ofteentric I ran:- mission
lines constructed of ;;-inch copper refrigerator tubing,' in which a No.

I . 11;1rd-drawn copper wire is supported on isolant it e insulators, is used
I() conned I he antenna with the receiver located in a near -by building.

11' it h horizontal antennas of adjustable height twin conductor rub-
ber insulated and rubber -covered cable is used as a down -lead. This
cable has a characteristic impedance of 90 ohms and does not require
a transformer to match the half -wave antenna impedance. At the
ground a "balanced -to -unbalanced" transformer coupling device" is
used.

To illustrate the use of the differential output method some results
obtained with the horizontal antennas are shown in Fig. 10. The upper
part of the figure shows a facsimile of the recorder records. They are
redrawn so as to superimpose during the check periods when both an-
tennas are a quarter wavelength high. The ,difference between the
curves during the measuring periods gives the angles. The average dif-
ference over several minute intervals was used to determine the angles
shown beneath the records. A recent paper by R. K. Potter" gives the
results of an extended angle survey made of transpacific signals. Data
on South American signals are presented in a paper by Potter and
Friis."

III. PHASE METHODS

The phase method of measuring wave direction angles illustrated
in Fig. 1 is characterized by a measurement of the phase difference in
the outputs of two similar antennas. Two methods may be used to
measure this phase difference. One employs the cathode ray oscillo-
graph in the conventional manner of phase measurement. The other

9 Sterba and Feldman, "Transmission lines for short-wave radio systems,"
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, no. 7, pp. 1163-1202; July, (1932).

10 Potter and Friis, "Some effects of topography and ground on short-wave
reception," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 20, no. 4, pp. 699-721; April, (1932).

" "Certain characteristics of a transpacific short-wave radiotelephone cir-
cuit." Presented at the Fifth Pacific Science Congress, June, 1933.
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aims to balance the two outputs against each other by making known
phase adjustments. These adjustments may be made by changing the
relative position of the antennas as in the case of the rotatable Adcock
system or the rotatable loop antenna. In the system described in this
section the antennas are fixed and a balance is obtained by adjusting
a variable phase changer inserted in the transmission line from dne
antenna.

Two similar antennas are located several wavelengths apart on the
ground. In the transmission line from one antenna is inserted a con-
tinuously variable phase changer. The output of the other antenna and
the output of the phase changer are combined and a receiver is con-
nected at the junction. If a single plane wave arrives along some arbi-
trary direction in space it is possible to vary the phase changer until

WAVE FRONT

cc AND 4, ARE
PHASE RETARDATIONS

stiPlot4
09'

Fig. 11-Similarly spaced antennas used in the phase method. The phase shift
is obtained with a variable phase changer.

the two antenna outputs cancel each other in the receiver input. The
phase shift, referred to a certain calibration value, necessary to accom-
plish this is the criterion of direction: Two such systems with the two
pairs of antennas located on the ground, at right angles to each other
would be necessary to determine the direction of the wave in space. In
practice, we use this method mainly for measuring the vertical angle
in cases where the horizontal direction is known approximately and,
accordingly, the second system may be dispensed with. The antennas
are then, for vertical angle measurements, spaced several wavelengths
along the great circle path joining the transmitting and receiving sta-
tions. The small deviations from the great circle direction, known to
occur, do not seriously invalidate the measurements of vertical angle.

Fig. 11 shows two identical antennas spaced a distance d in the
plane of incidence. The phase shifts between the antennas and the re-
ceiver are the retardations a and a + 4) where 4 is variable. Taking the
phase of the output of antenna 1 as a reference, the input to the re-
ceiver is proportional to
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B cos [wt - (a + 0)] + B cos wt - 27c1 cos 51
X

Ird
= 2B cos [ cos 5

X 2
cos [cot -a cos

2
(4)

where,
B represents the vertical directional pattern of each antenna
w is 2r times the frequency
X is the wavelength in the same units as d
5 is the angle of incidence.

The quantity
ird

B cos [---x cos 5 --Cb2

represents the vertical directional pattern of the antenna system. If d
exceeds one wavelength this function possesses one or more zero values
between 5= 0 and 5=90 degrees. The value of 5 at which the zero oc-
curs depends upon 0. By varying 0 one can therefore "steer" a blind
spot at the direction of the arriving wave. The phase changer may be
calibrated by means of local oscillators located on .the ground and the
angle of arrival calculated.

In Fig. 12 are shown two directional patterns with values of 0 so
chosen as to locate null points at 20 degrees and 10 degrees, respec-
tively. A change in 0 equal to 66 degrees of phase accomplishes this
amount of steering. A change of 180 degrees replaces a null by a maxi-
mum."

The ambiguity due to the several nulls can easily be avoided by
employing several different spacings of antennas. Only the correct one
of the ambiguous values is likely to repeat with all spacings.

If this method is applied when more than one wave exists, a null
or deep minimum cannot be obtained. The depth of the minimum re-
ferred to the maximum obtained by reversing the phase shift 180 de-
grees is then a measure of the angular spread of the waves. In practice
one determines the phase changer adjustment which gives the greatest
reduction of the fading signal. It is important to observe that the
manipulation does not seek continuously to keep the output at a mini-
mum. When a minimum setting is obtained several fading cycles must
be observed and the fading maxima are taken as a measure of the out-
put. To illustrate, suppose that several waves occur with angles in the
vicinity of 20 degrees and that a minimum of 15 decibels could be ob-

12 Strictly speaking, the maximum will not occur at precisely the position
of the minimum. The factor B influences the angle at which the maximum occurs.

e",
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tained with the antenna whose pattern is shown in Fig. 12A. The angu-
lar spread then would be of the order of five degrees. If there were
only two waves of equal amplitude the angle between them would be
five degrees. In the general case in which many waves are present, the
indicated angular spread (five degrees in the above example) may be
somewhat greater or less than the true difference between extreme
angles. This method inherently tends to exaggerate the importance of
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Fig. 12-Vertical directional patterns of the antenna combination shown above,
drawn for two different values of 0. The broken curve is the envelope of the
maxima produced by varying 0. It is the vertical pattern of the individual
half -wave antennas.

weak components having angles outside the main group of waves. It
nevertheless gives valuable information.

If the angular spread is nearly as large as (or larger than) the aper-
ture of the null (some 15 degrees in Fig. 12A) no minimum is detectible
and the method is unworkable. In such cases a closer spacing of anten-
nas is required. A choice of spacings is desirable such that the minimum
lies between 6 and 20 decibels.

Considering the performance of this system when a deep minimum
is unobtainable" it does not logically follow that several waves of dif-
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ferent angles are simultaneously present. A failure to obtain a deep
minimum could occur if only one wave of fluctuating angle were pres-
ent. In the latter case, however, fading observed on each antenna sep-
arately would necessarily be similar and synchronous. Considerable
attention was given to this and it was found that failure to obtain a
deep minimum was invariably accompanied by unlike fading observed
on the two antennas separately, thus indicating that two or more
waves of different angle were present. It was also found that when the
fading was essentially alike on the two antennas a deep minimum
could always be obtained thus indicating a single unvarying angle. The
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Fig. 13-Horizontal plane characteristic of the antennas of Fig. 12
drawn for a particular value of 0.

pulse work described in the next section shows more conclusively that
the angles of the individual waves remain substantially fixed.

Three half -wave vertical antennas are used at the Holmdel labora-
tory for the vertical angle measurements. These can be combined in
pairs spaced 330 feet, 590 feet, and 920 feet and are located on the great
circle path to Rugby, England. Three other similar antennas used for
horizontal angles are arranged on a line perpendicular to the great
circle path and yield spacings of 150 feet, 350 feet, and 500 feet.

The horizontal plane directional pattern of spaced antennas may
be obtained from (4) by replacing B by a function representing the
horizontal plane directional pattern of each antenna. The angle -3 is
then measured from the line of the antennas in the horizontal plane.

0

13 It is assumed, of course, that the losses between the antennas and receiver
are equalized so that a deep minimum is possible.
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Fig. 13 depicts the horizontal directional pattern corresponding to the
vertical pattern shown in Fig. 12. The effect of varying the phase
changer, i.e., varying 0, is mainly to shift the curve along the 0 -axis.
The shape of the curve remains practically unaltered, over the range
of angles shown in Fig. 13.

The phase changer is an important part of the foregoing equipment.
It comprises an arrangement of circuits which, establishes a rotating
field in which a rotatable pick-up coil is located. An input amplifier
feeds two tuned circuits with coils at right angles, one of which is
excited in quadrature with the other by means of inductive coupling.
A rotating magnetic field exists when the circuits are properly adjusted.
The pick-up coil feeds an output amplifier of adjustable gain. Since
this equipment operates at the signal frequency (9 to 15 megacycles)
considerable care had to be exercised in its construction. Symmetry
and balance had to be rigidly maintained. In addition, several of the
tuned circuits had to be loaded with resistance in order that the reac-
tions accompanying the rotation of the pick-up coil did not vary the
amplitude excessively.

Vertical angles lower than eight degrees and as high as 38 degrees
have been measured with the spaced antenna phase method. Angular
spreads smaller than one degree and as large as 20 degrees have been
observed.

In the horizontal plane only slight deviations of the order of a few
degrees from the great circle direction have been found for the mean
angle. Horizontal angular spreads of three or four degrees have been
observed.

IV. USE OF SHORT CARRIER PULSES14

From theoretical considerations, the time of propagation for the
waves of different angles might be expected to be different. If under
such conditions, instead of transmitting a steady carrier wave, a suffi-
ciently short pulse of carrier frequency is transmitted it would arrive
as a succession of pulses each having traveled over paths of different
delay. The result would be a resolution of the waves in terms of time.

The British Post Office has cooperated with us by providing such
pulses. They are transmitted at the rate of 50 per second each occupy-
ing about 0.0002 second. These are received with wide band receivers
of the double -detection type, and the envelope of the rectified output is
displayed. on a cathode ray oscillograph tube provided with a synchro-
nized linear time axis. The linear time axis is obtained with a time

14 Pulses have been employed by many experimenters since the work of
Breit and Tuve in 1926 but the writers know of no publications pertaining to
the use of pulses in angle measurement.
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constant sweep circuit of the conventional type employing a saturated
diode as a resistance and a gas -filled tube as a condenser discharger.
Synchronization of the sweep with the transmitted pulse is accom-
plished by utilizing the frequency stability of the British and American
power systems. The transmitted pulses are synchronized with the 50 -
cycle power system supplying Rugby. At Holmdel a 60 -cycle synchro-
nous motor is geared clown in a 6 -to -5 ratio and a "magnetic switch"
operated from the resulting 1500 revolutions per minute shaft is used
to control the sweep circuit by introducing, twice per revolution, a

Fig. 14-The synchronizing -commutating unit used in pulse reception. Syn-
chronization is accomplished manually by turning the synchronous motor
frame. The sweep circuit is controlled by the "magnetic switch." The out-
puts from two or three receivers are switched by the drum type commu-
tator.

small induced voltage into the grid circuit of the gas -filled tube. The
motor is mounted on bearings and a crank handle is geared to the
frame. Turning this crank manually provides the phase adjustment and
slight frequency compensation necessary to maintain the pulse pattern
fairly steady on the time axis. The rotating shaft has, in addition, the
important function of commutating the outputs of three receivers (or
two) so that successive sweeps may display, at displaced positions on
the cathode ray tube screen, the pulse patterns from three antennas.
The synchronizing -commutating unit is shown in Fig. 14. A sixteen -
millimeter motion picture camera is used to record, for later study,
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samples of the patterns exhibited by the cathode ray tube. A von
Ardenne tube operated at 2000 volts was used for the most of the work.
A photograph of the phase changer, the three receivers, and the oscil-
lographic equipment appears in Fig. 15.

This equipment has been used extensively in connection with the
differential output method employing vertical, half -wave and one -wave

Fig. 15-Receivers, high -frequency phase changer, cathode ray oscillograph, and
motion picture camera. Three double detection receivers employing a com-
mon beating oscillator occupy the center bay. The phase changer appears
above the receivers. The adjustment crank of the synchronizing -commutat-
ing unit appears at the extreme right. The high -frequency jackboard at the
left enables various antennas to be connected. The patch cords consist of
short lengths of concentric transmission line.

antennas, and with the phase method employing spaced vertical half -
wave antennas. It is not the purpose here to go into detail concerning
pulse propagation and the interpretation of pulse patterns but some
details of technique and some results will be described.

If the resolution afforded by pulses were perfect, so that all waves
were completely separated in time thus appearing on the cathode ray
oscillograph as a succession of pulses, these could be treated as speci-
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mens of single plane waves. Such resolution does not occur, usually, in
transatlantic propagation and the difficulties of the nonresolving car-
rier signal are only reduced manyfold by employing pulse transmission.
Pulse patterns are sometimes found to fade differently on similar
spaced antennas, and the instantaneous outputs of two arbitrarily lo-
cated antennas of a differential output system are not instantaneously
comparable for angle determination. Because it was desired particu-
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Fig. 16-Phase characteristics of half -wave and one -wave antennas calculated
for Holmdel ground. The phase angles represent the difference in phase of
the outputs of the two antennas. (The origin on the phase axis is without
significance.)

larly to determine the stability of the angles efforts were made to
reduce the effect of imperfect resolution so that instantaneous observa-
tions would indicate more nearly the true angles. The difficulty was
recognized to reside mainly in the fact that imperfectly separated
pulses combine differently in their overlapping portions in the outputs
of the two antennas. Consider, for example, two similar antennas as
shown in Fig. 11, but not combined. Two waves having angles 31 and
82 will interfere in antenna 1 according .to their phase difference at an-
tenna 1. At the same time they will interfere in antenna 2 according to
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a phase difference which is different by 27rd/X (cos Si - cos 52). Since
antennas must be separated several wavelengths to prevent excessive
reaction, an effect of this kind is necessarily involved.'5 In the system
finally adopted advantage is taken of the fact that the phase character-
istics of a half -wave vertical and a one -wave vertical antenna are dif-
ferent. By placing the one -wave antenna several wavelengths ahead of
the half -wave antenna the difference in the individual characteristics

Fig. 17-Motion picture oscillograms of pulse reception. Time progresses from
left to right and is measured by the 1000 -cycle timing wave shown in Film 2.
The upper trace on each frame of Films 1 and 2 shows the output of a one -
wave vertical antenna; the lower trace shows the output of a half -wave
vertical antenna. In Film 3 both antennas are half -wave verticals spaced
8.4 wavelengths on the great circle path. GCS, 33.28 meters (Rugby, Eng-
land) March 13, 1933, about 2015 G.M.T.

tends to counteract the effect of spacing. Curve A of Fig. 16 shows the
phase disparity between the outputs of a half -wave and a one -wave
antenna placed broadside to an arriving wave front. Two waves not
completely resolved on the time axis, arriving at ten and fifteen degrees
respectively, would differ in degree of interference by (46 - 27) = 19

15 Placing the antennas perpendicular to the great circle path removes the
vertical angle effect but substitutes an equally serious effect due to horizontal
plane angular spread. While horizontal' spread is much smaller than vertical
spread the effect is manyfold greater.
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degrees of phase. Very much greater disparity is introduced, however,
if the two waves have slightly different horizontal angles as is com-
monly the case. Locating the antennas along the great circle path re-
duces the effect of horizontal spread to a negligible amount. By placing
the one -wave antenna ahead of the half -wave antenna the rising char-
acteristic of curve A can be overcome, resulting in a fairly flat portion
in the most common range of angles shown in 'curve B. Curve A is cal-

Fig. 18-Motion picture mscillograms of pulse reception. Time progresses from
left to right and is measured by the 1000 -cycle timing wave in Film 4. The
lower trace on each frame shows the combined output of two half -wave
vertical antennas spaced 8.4 wavelengths on the great circle path. The
upper trace shows for comparison the output of a near -by one -wave ver-
tical antenna. In Films 4, 5, and 6 a null is steered at each of the pulses
successively. GCS, 33.28 meters (Rugby, England) March 13, 1933, 2000
G. M.T.

culated by methods suggested in a paper by one of the authors' for
Holmdel ground."

Fig. 17 shows three sections of motion picture film cut from a record
made in the afternoon of March 13, 1933. Film Nos. 1 and 2 show the
pulse patterns as received on a half -wave and a one -wave antenna lo-
cated as in Fig. 16B. Film No. 1 is a representative sample of the record
and indicates angles of 18 and 23 degrees, obtained by referring to

16 For perfectly conducting ground curve A is flat.
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Fig. 4B, for the early and late pulses, respectively. Occasionally, how-

ever, a short section of film shows false angles such as Film No. 2.
Here the indicated angles are 20 and 20 degrees. The third sample,
Film No. 3, is intended to explain the occasional false indications of
angles. This sample, cut from a record taken a few minutes later, shows
the pulse patterns observed on two similar antennas (half -wave verti-
cals) spaced 8.4 wavelengths on the great circle path. The fact that
the two patterns on each frame are not alike indicates that the pulses
do not represent single angles. Thus, the occurrence of false angle indi-
cations may be explained in view of the imperfect phase compensation
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Fig. 19-Vertical directional patterns corresponding to the pulse patterns shown
in Fig. 18. The numbers 4, 5, and 6 refer to the correspondingly numbered
films. The arrows denote the angles of the pulses.

in curve B of Fig. 16. While errors still occur with the antenna located
as in curve B of Fig. 16 they are greatly reduced in number and magni-
tude compared with the broadside arrangement corresponding to curve
A

The application of the phase method in which spaced antennas are
combined in variable phase has proved very valuable in pulse work.
In cases where the propagation results in a number of clear-cut,
separated pulses it is possible to measure the angles accurately by
steering a null at each of them successively. Fig. 18 shows threesamples
of a record in which this was done. The calculated directional patterns
of the combined antennas are shown in Fig. 19. The ambiguity as to
whether the angles are 18, 22.5, and 27.5 degrees or 33.5, 36, and 40
degrees was settled by using other spacings of antennas which de-
termined that the angles were in the 25 -degree region. The first two
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angles agree with those of Fig. 17. The third wave of 27.5 degrees ap-
peared during the 15 -minute interval which elapsed between Figs. 17
and 18.

Figs. 20 and 21 illustrate the manner in which the ambiguity of the
widely spaced antennas, such as that of Fig. 19, may be avoided. An-

Fig. 20-Example of steering with antennas spaced three wavelengths along the
great circle path. Time progresses from left to right and is measured by the
1000 -cycle timing wave. The lower trace on each frame shows the combined
output of two antennas spaced three wavelengths on the great circle path.The upper trace shows the output of a one -wave vertical antenna. In Film
15 the directional pAttern is steered so as to discriminate against the early
portion of the pulse. In Film 14 the steering discriminates against the latter
portion. GCS, 33.28 meters (Rugby, England) March 6, 1933, 2030 G.M.T.

tennas spaced three wavelengths were used for Figs. 20 and 21 and
show that the angular spread extends roughly from 17 to 32 degrees.

Whenever the resolution has been sufficient to permit accurate meas-
urements to be made, the angles of the separate component waves have
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been found to be very stable. Constant angles have been observed for
periods as long as an hour and have sometimes been found to recur day
after day. Variations of two degrees could have been detected had they
occurred. Pulses of these constant angles are highly variable in ampli-
tude, however, and often pulses of different angles appear and disap-
pear within the course of a few minutes. These comparatively fast
changes in energy -angle distribution may account for the somewhat
scattered angle values obtained with the differential output method
such as shown in Fig. 10.

In cases where the propagation results in a more complicated pulse
pattern so poorly resolved that the two previously described methods
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Fig. 21-Vertical directional patterns corresponding to the pulse patterns of
Fig. 20. The numbers 14 and 15 refer to the correspondingly numbered
films. The lower curve shows the directional pattern corresponding to the
minimum output on carrier transmission immediately following. The mini-
mum was found to be 6 to 8 decibels below the maximum, indicating an
angular spread of the order of 15 degrees. The broken curve is the envelope
of the maxima.

become unworkable, a different application of the phase method has
been found very valuable. A spacing of antennas is chosen which gives
an aperture wide enough to permit all of the angles to fit well down into
the null. Then the phase changer adjustment knob is rapidly moved
back and forth so as to provide a directional pattern suppressing the
low angles and the high angles alternately. Such a procedure invariably
causes the general pulse pattern to rock in step with the rotation of the
phase adjustment knob. The sense of this correlation is always such
as to indicate that the early part of the pulse pattern is due to lower
angle contributions than the later part. Instantaneous pictures, ex-
amined in detail, show apparent discrepancies explainable again by
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imperfect resolution. To one viewing the rocking phenomenon the
correlation is striking. Fig. 22 is a sample of film showing poor resolu-
tion and the rocking phenomenon so useful in such cases. Compared
with the broad reference antenna (the upper trace on each frame) the
steerable antenna shows in Film 11 discrimination against the late
part of the pulse pattern while in Film 12 the effect is reversed. Film
1.3 is included to show that the angular spread of the entire pulse pat-

Fig. 22-Example of "rocking" the pulse pattern. Time progresses from left to
right and is measured by the 1000 -cycle timing wave. The lower trace on
each frame shows the combined output of two antennas spaced 13.5 wave-
lengths on the great circle path. The upper trace shows the output of a one -
wave vertical, antenna. In Film 11 the steering discriminates against the
late part of the pulse pattern. In Film 12 the steering 'discriminates against
the early portion. During the time (about 0.8 second) in which the sequence
in Film. 13 was recorded the phase was rapidly changed 180 degrees from
the value which gave the maximum reduction of the entire pattern. GBW,
20.78 meters (Rugby, England) April 8, 1933, 1715 G.M.T.

tern is sufficiently small to fit well into a null of the vertical plane direc-
tional pattern. The directional patterns corresponding to the films of
Fig. 22 are shown in Fig. 23.

Agreement between angles measured by the vertical antenna dif-
ferential method and the vertical antenna phase method is to be ex-
pected. Such agreement has been illustrated in the foregoing.

On several occasions, simultaneous measurements have been made
with the spaced vertical antenna phase method, and the horizontal
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antenna differential method. Measurements of the mean angle usually
agree within a few degrees. While pulses are being transmitted the dif-
ferential method described in Section I is unworkable, but pulse trans-
mission is usually preceded and followed by carrier transmission. Thus,
on February 28, 1933, the following data were obtained on reception
from GCS 33.28 meters (Rugby, England) : Between 1930 and 1950
G.M.T. the horizontal antenna differential output method gave mean
angle values from 25 to 28 degrees. At 2000 G.M.T. pulse transmission
showed four pulses of 17.5, 20, 26, and 34 degrees. Following the pulse
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Fig. 23-Vertical directional patterns corresponding to the pulse patterns of
Fig. 22. The numbers 11, 12, and 13 refer to the correspondingly numbered
films. No 13 shows the directional pattern corresponding to the minimum
portion of Film 13. The broken curve is the envelope of the maxima.

transmission the differential method gave a mean angle of 25 degrees.
At 2030 G.M.T. pulse transmission showed the presence of three angles
of 19.5, 24.5, and 30 degrees. From 2100 to 2130 G.M.T. the differential
method gave angles ranging from 23 to 25 degrees.

The agreement is more significant when the angular spread is small.
Thus, the horizontal antenna differential method yielded angles of 12
to 12.5 degrees preceding and following the pulse period in which Fig.
23 was obtained. Later in the day (near 2000 G.M.T.) higher angle
waves replaced those of 12 degrees and the differential method yielded
angles of 17 to 19 degrees. The phase method indicated an angle of 18
to 20 degrees. It appears, therefore, that the angle of the horizontally
polarized waves and that of the vertically polarized" waves are essen-
tially the same. Further evidence of this is found in a paper by Potter

17 By "vertically polarized" we mean here "polarized in the plane of inci-
dence."

40
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and Friis." The method described in that paper may be considered
as a differential output method depending on this similarity.

Pulse patterns received simultaneously on vertical and horizontal
antennas having somewhat similar directional patterns show that, for
each of the several components of various delays observed on one an-
tenna, a corresponding one occurs on the other. Corresponding pulses
fade in an apparently unrelated manner, however. Horizontal antennas
have not been employed thus far in a quanitative angle measuring
system equipped for pulse reception, so we are unable to state definitely
that the corresponding pulses arrive at the same angle.

V. DISCUSSION

The few experimental results which have been presented to
illustrate the various methods of angle measurements illustrate also
the variability and complicated nature of short-wave propagation.
Interpreted in terms of pulses, for instance, it is only on rare oc-
casions that pulse patterns have been received which show only one
pulse approximately the same as that transmitted. Even on such oc-
casions, the fading of the pulse suggests that instead of one discrete
wave several are involved.

Vertical Angles. Vertical angles have been found throughout the
range from nearly zero degrees to 40 degrees above the horizontal.
There appears, however, to be some regularity in short-wave propaga-
tion.

The following points, pertinent to the subject of this paper, have
been tentatively established by the results of wave angle studies:

1. To the extent that we have been able to resolve the propagation
into separate angles, the separate angles are found not to be erratic;
they vary slowly.

2. There appears to be at least a qualitative relation between angle
and delay; the greater the delay the greater the angle above the hori-
zontal.

3. The horizontal and vertical components of the entire group of
waves have the same mean angle and probably the horizontal and verti-
cal components of each separate wave arrive at substantially the same
angle.

These points suggest that a multiple reflection phenomenon is in-
volved in the propagation. Undoubtedly this is so but quantitatively
the picture of multiple reflection from a single ionized layer of uni-
form virtual height explains only a small fraction of the results in trans-
atlantic propagation.
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Simple equipment could hardly be expected to analyze completely
such complex phenomena. Pulse signals were required, and both the
differential output and the phase methods were valuable in establishing
points 1 and 2 above. In particular, the phase method employing the
steering feature to "rock" the pulse pattern gave the most reliable and
significant data in cases of poor resolution. In order to compete with
the steering method, a differential output method would require an-
tennas having much more contrast and more suitable phase character-
istics than the half -wave and one -wave vertical antennas.

The use of short pulses has a fundamental disadvantage in that
wide band receivers are required. Under poor transmission conditions,
which are of especial interest, noise and interference become serious
obstacles on account of the wide bands. Nevertheless, considerably
shorter pulses may be required to obtain more definite and detailed in-
formation. On the other hand, carrier signals permit highly selective
filters and allow limited information to be obtained on weak fields with
high interference levels.

With only a carrier signal available the phase method employing
spaced antennas yields the most information, giving both the mean
angle and the angular spread.

The measurement of very low angles imposes requirements not en-
countered in measuring high angles. Expensive pole structure is re-
quired to obtain the necessary height in a horizontal antenna differen-
tial output system. In the spaced antenna phase method great spacings
are required. In both systems the ground must be flat well ahead of
the optical point of incidence, which for low angles, requires a rather
extensive tract. The use of a half -wave and one -wave vertical antenna
combination on a salt marsh site, or directly at the seashore, so that
the waves are reflected from a highly conducting surface, is perhaps
ideal for a low angle differential method.

The variable character of short-wave transmission requires a some-
what statistical approach to the problem of obtaining a comprehensive
picture of the propagation. The automatic recorder is here a valuable
tool and occupies an important place in the differential output system.
The data give no indication of angular spread but, taken in conjunction
with field intensity measurements, form a valuable background for the
design of a short-wave radio circuit.

For the purpose of making a less pretentious angle survey a manual
technique may be sufficient. A phase method employing the cathode ray
oscillograph for phase determination' has certain advantages for this
purpose. It is simple to install, is flexible in operation, and is indepen-
dent of ground constants.
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a rotatable antenna array' also found depart tires of only a few degrees
in the case of reception front l \ at Buenos Aires,

Horizontal direct ion finding, involving as it, does only sniall angular
spiv:ids, is romp:trio ively sirmltle. Small compact equipment suffices to
Measure horizontal direct ions with significant accuracy. A rotat able
"Adeock"antenna, system or Ilse cat hode ray phase method' is suitable.

/o/provemeot of Rodioictrphom. ()unlit!/. The existence of the intirly
waves of different delay, which is known to tilake fading select i ve wit h
respect to frequency, greatly impairs the quality of a short-wave radio-
telephone circuit. The principal object of the detailed wave angle
studies employing pulses, briefly outlined in this paper, has been to
evaluate the problem of improving quality by the use of receiving
antennas which by directional discrimination reduce the number of
waves. The experimental facts, tentatively established, that individual
wave. angles are fairly stable and that waves of different delay invari-
ably possess different vertical angles make this problem hold consider-
able promise.

The simple antennas described in Section II of this paper are suit-
able for angle determination because of their ability to reject a single
wave but they are not in general suitable for quality improvement. For
such studies it would be preferable to construct a more elaborate an-
tenna whose directional pattern has a single major lobe which is steer -
able in the vertical plane. Such an antenna would aim to select a narrow
range of angles in which occur waves of substantially the same delay.
It would also, because of its higher gain, permit wave angle studies
under conditions of weak fields when the simple antennas used in our
work fail.
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